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Abstract

The ground state energy of a polaron in a superlattice was calculated using the double-

time Green functions. The effective mass of the polaron along the planes perpendicular to

the superlattice axis was also calculated. The dependence of the ground state energy and the

effective mass along the planes perpendicular to the superlattice axis on the electron-phonon

coupling constant a and on the superlattice parameters (i.e. the superlattice period d and the

bandwidth A) were studied. It was observed that if an infinite square well potential is assumed,

the ground state energy of the polaron decreases (i.e. becomes more negative) with increasing a

and d, but increases with increasing A. For small values of a, the polaron ground state energy

varies slowly with A, becoming approximately constant for large A. The effective mass along

the planes perpendicular to the superlattice axis was found to be approximately equal to the

mass of an electron for all typical values of a, d and A.



1 Introduction

Polarons in bulk materials have been extensively investigated for several years now, and many

mathematical techniques have been used to solve the polaron problem. Mitra, Chatterjee, and

Mukhopadhyay[l] and Peeters and Devreese[2] have given good reviews on polarons in bulk

materials.

It is well known that when an electron moves slowly in a heterostructure such as superlat-

tices (SLs), heterojunctions, dielectric slabs, quantum-wires, quantum-box, and quantum-wells

(QWs) structures of polar crystals it may cause a distortion of the lattice, establishing a polari-

sation field which acts back on the electron, modifying its properties; in particular, the electron

acquires a self-energy and an enhancement of its Bloch effective mass. The single electron, to-

gether with its accompanying distortion, is called a polaron. For example, some SLs, such as

GaAs/AlxGai-xAs SLs are made up of polar compounds in which the interaction of an elec-

tron with optical phonons is an important mechanism that strongly influences the optical and

transport properties of the SL.

Due to the presence of heterofaces in heterostructures, polaron effects in polar semiconductor

heterostructures are very different from those in bulk materials, and the polaron problem in this

case is much more complicated than the case in bulk materials. Hence approximate methods

such as the Perturbation theory, the Lee-Low-Pines (LLP) Variational method[3], the Landau

and Pekar Variational calculation, and the Green Function method are required for its solution.

A number of works have been done on the effects of polaron in heterostructures and we men-

tion a few of them here. Lin, Chen and George[4] and Hai, Peeters and Devreese[5] investigated

the electron-phonon interaction and the polaron states in a symmetric single QW. Hai, Peeters

and Devreese [6] further studied magnetopolaron in a GaAs/AlAs symmetric QW. Polaron in

a symmetric single QW within an electric field has been investigated by Chen, Liang and Li[7].

Shi, Zhu, Liu, Pan and Li[8] investigated the ground state polaron energy and the effective

mass in asymmetric single and step QWs by using the second-order Perturbation theory and the

modified LPP Variational method. Magnetopolarons in quantum dots were investigated in [9].

Zhou and Gu[10] investigated magnetopolarons in cylindrical quantum wires. Magnetopolaron

in a QW has been studied in the case of a weak external magnetic field in [11]. Haupt and

Wendler[12] studied the resonant magnetopolaron effects in parabolic QWs. Magnetopolarons

in a heterojunction were investigated by means of the Green function method in [13] and [14].

Licari[15], and Liang, Gu and Lin[16] studied the polaron states in a polar slab using second-

order Perturbation theory. The self-trapping energy of a polaron in a polar-crystal slab in a

magnetic field has been obtained by Wei, Zhao, and Gu[17] using the Larsen Perturbation the-

ory. Lu and Li[18] studied the properties of a polaron in a polar slab. The polaron effects in a

heterojunction were investigated by Degani and Hipolito[19]. The interface polaron in a hetero-

junction in a magnetic field was investigated by Ban, Liang and Zheng[20]. Farias, Degani and



Hipolito[21] studied bound polarons in a heterojunction. Surface polarons in a bilayer system

are given in [22]. Thilagam and Singh [23] investigated, in the infinite-square-well approxima-

tion, polarons in quasi-two dimensional structures in which only confined bulklike longitudinal

optical(LO) phonons were considered. Also Zheng, Ban and Liang [24], studied confined bulklike

LO and interface phonons, and investigated the properties of a polaron in an infinite QW. Using

the Landau-Pekar theory, a strong-coupling theory of quasi-two dimensional polarons, in which

the contribution of the interface modes to the polaron effect is ignored, was proposed in [25].

The binding energies of bound polarons in strong magnetic fields in a QW, a quantum-well wire

and a quantum box were given in [26]. Zhou and Gu[27] also studied impurity bound polarons

in a QW. Bound magnetic polarons in a QW were studied in [28].

Though quite a number of works have been done on polarons in bulk materials and het-

erostructures, to the best of our knowledge, little work has been done on polaron effects in SLs

in particular. In our present work, we shall calculate the ground state energy and the effective

mass of a polaron in SL, using the Double Time Green Functions. This approach provides a

relatively easier and convenient way of calculating the shift in the ground state energy of a

polaron formed as a result of electron-phonon interaction in a superlattice.

In this paper it will be indicated that the ground state energy of the polaron depends on d

and A, if an infinite square well potential is assumed. The ground state energy of the polaron

will be shown to decrease (becomes more negative) with increasing a and d, but increases with

increasing A. For small values of a, the polaron ground state energy varies slowly with A,

becoming approximately constant for large A. On the other hand, the effective mass along the

plane perpendicular to the SL axis will be found to be approximately equal to the mass of an

electron for all typical values of a, d and A.

The present work is organised as follows. In sections 2 and 3, we present the theory and the

calculation of the shift in the ground state energy of a polaron in a superlattice. The results

and its discussion are presented in section 4. The conclusion is given in section 5.

2 Theory

The Hamiltonian for an electron-phonon interaction in the second quantization formalism is

H = Ho + Hint (1)

withHo =
p,s

pp' qss'

^+es-Ascos(Pzd),s = l,2,... (4)

A = Pl+Pl (5)



£s and As are determined by SL parameters[29|; pz and p± are respectively, the components of

the crystal momentum along and perpendicular to the SL axis; d is the SL period, ap , a£ are

the creation and the annihilation operators of an electron in the s-th miniband; uq is the phonon

frequency with wave vector q; and 6̂ , bq are the phonon creation and annihilation operators.

The matrix element in Eqn.(3) is given in [30] as

(s,p\V{r)\s',p') = ipp*(r)V(r)ipP'(r)dr (6)

where ip* = - exp [i {pxx + pyy)] — E "&s(z ~ fd) exp(ipz/d) (7)
3

L is the normalized length, N is the number of periods in the SL. ips{z) is the wave function of

an electron in the s-th state in one of the one dimensional potential wells which composes the

SL potential. In particular, the matrix element for a scattering potential V(r) is

oo

(s,p\V(r)\s',p') = E CQMss'{Qz)Sqx,px-p'xSqytPy-p'ydqz!pz-p'2-hng (8)
n=—oo

where g = (0,0, 2TT/d) is a reciprocal SL vector. Cq are the Fourier components of V(r) and

Using Eqns.(8) and (9), Eqn.(3) can be written as

ff. , - W C M '(a )as^as' (b + tf \ flO")
1-lint — / _, / _, ^q^ss Viz/Up tip_g_^_ng yjg T u—qJ V lu/

In order to obtain the dispersion relation for electrons we write the equations of motion for

ap, dp, b\, bq.

epap
qns'

< 9 f f ( ?) (11)
qns'

4 l { l) (12)

pnss'

db^
~i~ = u)gblq+Y,C^A-Qz)al_q_ngap' (14)

pnss1

The single particle Green functions of the electron type Gp(t — t') are denned as

Gp{t - t') = -%B{t - t') ({aSp(tlas
pHt')}) = {(as

p{t)-ap{t'))) (15)

where {A, B) is the anticommutator of A and B,

{A,B} = AB + BA (16)



and

{ JJ ! < ? (17)

is called the Heaviside step function. Using Eqns.(ll)-(14) the following equation of motion for

Gp(t — t') is obtained,

qnl

-t')) (18)

where Tp^q#q and rp_g p ? are mixed types of Green functions defined respectively as

( t - f ) = ( ( a ' j ' L X V ) ^ (20)p-q,p,q\

By constructing equations of motion for ^P-g,P,q and r p _ g j ) g and decoupling the higher order

Green functions occurring in these equations, we obtain the following equations for Tp_qpq and
rp-<?j>,? respectively:

-n
r

(It ~ \ p~q q' p~q'p'q

+ CqMss(qz) {Nq + l - / /_ , ) Gp(t - t') (21)

(jf ~ yp-q i) p-q,p,Q

+CqMss{qz) (f>_q + Nq) Gp(t - t') (22)

where Nq = (bqbqj and /p_p = \ap-gap-g) a r e t n e number density of phonons and electrons

respectively.

Writing Eqns.(18), (21) and (22) in terms of Fourier components of the Green functions,

with

roo

Gp{t) = I Gp{E)e-lEtdt (23)

-iBtdt (24)

/
—00

roo

//
J —oo

roo

) = / K
J —oo
1 r°°

W = — / e-*Etdt, (26)
2TT y^oo

one finds

{E - es
p) GP(E) = ~ + J2 CiMss(qz) {rp-g,P,g(E) + Tp-qjt>q(E)) (27)

qns



where

lP-q,p,q{&) = = — (28)
tf - Ep_q - Uq

and hence

where

is called the mass operator. Eqn.(30) is the dispersion equation. Assuming the band gaps are

to be wide such that there are no interband transitions, the band label s can be dropped.

Green functions can also be used to obtain the correlation functions[31],

(4( i ' ) ;a p ( i ) )= / J p M e - ^ - ^ d u ; (32)
J — oo

where Jp is the spectral intensity given by

Gp(u + ie) - Gp{co - ie) = -Jp{u) (e?" + l ) (33)

Inserting Eqn.(30) into Eqn.(32), we obtain

M P (CJ ± ie) = MP(LJ) q: i-yp{u) (34)

where

q

+ (fp-q + Nq) 6(iO - Ep-q + L0q)}

is the coefficient of absorption for electrons.

In order to obtain the shift in the ground state energy of an electron as a result of its

interaction with phonons, the mass operator MP{UJ) is expanded in a power series in w at w = ep>

taking into account that jp(u>) is a slowly varying function, i.e. -yp{u>) « jp(ep). This implies

that

ep-ep-Mp{ip) = 0, (35)

i.e.

(36)
q \ C P

For weak electron-optical phonon interactions, where Nq <§: 1 and / p « 1, we obtain

ev - ep = Aep = Pj2°q IM(^)!2 ^ — ^ (37)



3 Calculation

Using the expression in Eqn.(37) we calculate the change in the ground state energy of the

polaron. Changing the summation over q to integration, using cylindrical polar coordinates,

and making the following change of variables,

£x _ En -
QP -

the shift in ground state energy Aep = ep — ep, then becomes

|2 . r ° xdx

(38)

\2m*
= - 4 ; ^ 'P \m{x)\'dX +

2TT d6
i0 I+y + x2 - 2x(rjxcos9 + r)ysin9)

On evaluation of the integrals with respect to 6 and x, one finds

\m{x)\2dX

(39)

= - — ( •

UJn

nd \2m*
P

•In
(y + 1 - kX

2)2 + 4kX
2 {y2 + 7?g) • (y + 1) + (y + I)2 - kX

2 (1 + y - 2(r?g + 7?g))

•7?2)+y + l - f c X
2 - 2 ( ^ + r ? 2 ) |

(40)

At low temperatures, when electron-optical phonon interactions result in polaron effects, the

electron momentum is less than that of the phonon, i.e. p < q. This implies that

<c (41)

Therefore, the expression in Eqn.(40) can be expanded in Binomial

series, retaining only first and lower-order terms, i.e.

1 1

j y + l-kx2

Using this approximation in Eqn.(40), with

a = kx2, and b = y + 1,

Acp is found to be

1 -
2kX

2 (r/g + rj.

(y + 1 - fcx2

2m* \TcqpdJ a aoj0

2m*
j3i(d)a - j32{d)Qioo

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)



where

(46)

Y2 = P f2 \m{X)\2 dx-\\n°- (47)
J-l a-b b

= -^h (4 8 )

Trqpd
P2(d) = - ^ - (49)

•Kqpa

The effective mass m*pol of the polaron in the planes perpendicular to the SL axis is the

reciprocal of the second derivative of its energy with respect to the component of momentum in

the planes perpendicular to the SL axis. Thus

1 = d2ep = 1

or m
poi ~ m * (•*• ~ aPi{d)) (50)

and for Q « 1 ,

m*pol = m* (1 + at3t(d)) (51)

4 Results And Discussions

It is observed from Eqn.(44) that the shift in energy, as a result of the formation of polaron,

depends on the integrals Y\ and Y<i. The effective mass of the polaron also depends on Y\ only.

Both Y\ and Y<i depend on the matrix element of the potential trough or well which appears as

a result of the electron-phonon interaction. Hence one must know the form of the potential in

order to evaluate these integrals. In the case of an infinite square well potential (Uo —> oo), the

model proposed by Shik[30j can be used to show that the matrix element |m(x)| of the infinite

square well potential is

\m(\/\fi — ^ — (c:,r>\

With this form of the matrix element, Y\ and Y% are not analytically integrable, therefore these

integrals were evaluated numerically.

Assuming that u)0 = 1014s~1, m* = 8.0 x 10"31kg, p± = 10~9kgms~1, h = 1.05 x 10~34Js,

and considering that for slow electrons (p < q), pz can be assumed to be negligible, the shift in

energy Aep was obtained as a function of d and A. Typical values of d and A are in the order of

10~8m (few hundreds of A) and 10~19J respectively. Typical values of a for III-V compounds lie

within 0.015-0.080, and for II-VII compounds from 0.39-0.65 [32]. These limits of the a values

for these semiconductor compounds were used in all our calculations. In particular, d = 10~8m,

A = 0.5 x 1.6 x 10-19J and a = 0.39 yielded Aep/hu0 = -0.070 or Aep = -0.0046eV.



In figure 1, Aep/hu0 was plotted against d for a = 0.015, 0.080, 0.39, 0.65 and A = 0.5eV.

Straight lines which become steeper as a increases were obtained. This means that the shift

in the energy decreases (more negative) with increasing electron-phonon coupling constant. If

the coupling constant is fixed at 0.39, and Aep/hujo plotted against d for A = 0.05, 0.5, 1.0 and

2.06^ (figure 2), the lines become less steeper as A increases. Thus the shift in energy increases

(becomes more positive) with increasing bandwidth.

Aep/hu)0 was plotted against A for a = 0.015, 0.080, 0.39, 0.65 and d = 200A. The curves

obtained are shown in figure 3. First, we observed that the curves shift down the Aep/hu>0 axis

as a was increased. This again confirms the observation made in figure 1 that Aep decreases

with increasing coupling constant. Secondly, we observed that for small a (a = 0.015) A£p/hio0

varies slowly and is almost constant for large values of A. If a is fixed at a = 0.39 and Aep/hu)0

plotted against A for d — 200, 500, 700 and 1000A, the curves, as observed in figure 4, shift

down the Aep/hu)0 axis as d increases. Thus Aep depends on the SL parameters d and A.

The surface plot shown in figure 5 is a plot of Asp(d, A)/hu>0 against (d, A) for a — 0.39.

This plot and similar plots for a = 0.015, 0.080 and 0.65 (not shown) indicate that the shift in

energy decreases with increasing a or increasing d, but increases with increasing A, summarising

the observations made in figures 1 to 4.

Surface plots of the effective polaron mass m* t(d, A) against (d,A) for a — 0.015,0.080,

0.39 and 0.65 gave surfaces through 1 and parallel to the d-A plane. Thus, the effective mass

varies very little with the coupling constant a and SL parameters, d and A; and the ratio of the

polaron effective mass to electron mass is almost 1 for all values of a, d and A. To have an idea

of the smallness of the difference between the polaron effective mass and the electron mass, the

ratio of the polaron effective mass to electron mass was evaluated, assuming a = 0.65, d — 100A

and A = 0.5eV. The result obtained is

— ^ = 1 + 1.96657 x 10""33 (53)
m*

which is approximately equal to 1, so that m*ol ~ m*. Thus the polaron effective mass along

the plane perpendicular to the SL axis is approximately equal to electron mass.

5 Conclusion

The shift Aep in the ground state energy of an electron whose interaction with a phonon results

in the formation of a polaron is dependent on the SL parameters d and A, and the coupling

constant a, if the potential well in which the electron is trapped is assumed to be an infinite

square well. The shift in the ground state energy decreases with increasing d and a, but increases

with increasing A. For small values of a, the shift in the ground state energy as a function of

A varies slowly with A, and is approximately a constant for large A.

10



The effective mass along the planes perpendicular to the SL axis was found to be approx-

imately equal to the electron mass for all typical values of d, A and a, the difference between

the effective mass and the electron mass being of the order 10~33.
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Figure 1: The dependence of Aep/huj on d for A = 0.5eV and a = 0.015 ( ),
0.080 (- - -), 0.39 ( ) and 0.65( ).
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Figure 2: The dependence of Asp/hto0 on d for a = 0.39 and A = 0.05eV ( ), ().50eV
(- - -) l.OOeV ( ) and 2.00e\/ ( ).
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Figure 3: The dependence of Aep/hujo on A for d = 200 and a = 0.015 ( ),
0.080 (- - -), 0.39 ( ) 0.65 ( ).
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Figure 4: The dependence of Aep/hujo on A for a = 0.39 and d = 200 ( ), 500
700 ( ) and 1000 ( ).
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Figure 5: Surface plot of Aep(d,A)/hcuo for a = 0.39. M is a 21 x 21 array of points (d, A).
On d-axis, 1 unit : 0.12A; on A-axis, 1 unit : 0.95eF.
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